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the art of lighting your interiors

From start to finish, our experts
will answer all your questions.
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And the light shun!
Welcome to TechniWall’s universe, where we offer multiple interior wall solutions

TechniWall
Hardware Collection.

for office environment.

Daylight is our paintbrush
Your work environment, our canvas!
Located in Montreal, TechniWall designs, manufactures and sells architectural walls
that propose numerous configurations and finishes.

Our walls have been in North America for 20 years.
They constantly evolve to offer the best solutions.
Each one of our systems can be installed on its own or in conjunction with each other.
TechniWall transforms your work environment in a pleasant space where

Our wall solutions can influence
many LEED point categories.

daylight rules!

www.techniwall.com

Our only limit, your imagination.
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Single Pane Glass
Reconfigurable
Wall

TechniWall T100, a new generation of architectural wall that
maximises the use of glass and divide your work environment while
maintaining it see through. Minimalist in its use of aluminum
while optimizing natural light flow, T100 offers crisp and classic lines.
With its adjustable ceiling track, its low profile floor track and
no visible vertical lines T100 delivers a unique, contemporary
and versatile environment.

Simple
T100 has only 5 components to simplify
the initial install and future layout changes.

Aesthetic
Flexible
Adjustable in its width and height to allow
easy maintenance and reconfiguration.

Environment friendly
T100 can influence many LEED point categories.

www.techniwall.com

T100 crisp and clean design lets daylight
filter through it.
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Infrastructure is independent
from finishes, allowing simple
installation and reconfigurations

Where light blends into the shades.
The unique shape of our T200 architectural wall, upright post,
allows our solid and glass finishes to clip onto it without the use
of mechanical connections. T200 can be assembled in a vertical
as well as an horizontal construction with the same components.
T200 accepts any architectural glass.

Simple
T200 infrastructure being independent from
its finishes, allows a simple installation process.
You can first install the infrastructure, wire
in electric and communication cables and
close up with the finishes.

Aesthetic
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Flexible
T200 is adjustable in height and in width,
making it easy to follow your business’s growth.

Environment friendly
T200 can influence as many as 22 LEED
point categories.

www.techniwall.com

www.techniwall.com

T200 can be installed in vertical as well
as horizontal construction. Solid and
transparent finish can be installed to create
a unique environment.
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3675 36th avenue (P.A.T.)
Montreal, Quebec H1A 3K1
1 (844) 922-wall (9255)
info@techniwall.com
www.techniwall.com
RBQ: 5687-8911-01

